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Strained Hydrocarbons: Beyond the van't Hoff and Le Bel HypothesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In clearly structured chapters, this book covers the fascinating world of hydrocarbons, providing an insight into the fundamental principles of chemistry. The monograph covers modern aspects of the topic, such as carbon nanotubes, molecular flask inclusion, and fullerenes, with new synthetic procedures for the build up of the structural lattice...
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Combinatorial Optimization and Theoretical Computer Science: Interfaces and PerspectivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The LAMSADE1 was established in 1976 as a research laboratory jointly funded by Paris-Dauphine University and the CNRS (the French National Science Foundation) oriented to decision aiding, mainly in the areas of multiple criteria decision aiding and linear programming.


	It very soon aggregated the research activities on computer...
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Model-Based Development: ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2011

	A Proven Development Methodology That Delivers On the Promise of Model-Based Approaches


	Software continues to become more and more complex, while software consumers’ expectations for performance, reliability, functionality, and speed-to-market are also growing exponentially. H. S. Lahman shows how...
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Jim Blinn's Corner: Notation, Notation, Notation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2002

	The third entry in the Jim Blinn's Corner series, this is, like the others, a handy compilation of selected installments of his influential column. But here, for the first time, you get the "Director's Cut" of the articles: revised, expanded, and enhanced versions of the originals. What's changed? Improved...
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Geometric Methods and Applications: For Computer Science and Engineering (Texts in Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2011

	This book is an introduction to the fundamental concepts and tools needed for solving problems of a geometric nature using a computer. It attempts to fill the gap between standard geometry books, which are primarily theoretical, and applied books on computer graphics, computer vision, robotics, or machine learning.


	 This book...
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Encyclopedia of Information Communication TechnologyIGI Global, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a comprehensive resource describing the influence of information communication technology in scientific knowledge construction and spreading, with emphasis on the roles of product technologies, process technologies, and context technologies.
A reference point for studies...
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Numerical Quantum Dynamics (Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics)Springer, 2001
This book describes computational methods used in quantum  dynamics with emphasis on small quantum systems.   Computational physics is a fundamental physical discipline at the  forefront of physical research. Thus it is an indisputable fact that  computational physics form part of the essential landscape of physical  science and education. In the...
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Fiber Optics Engineering (Optical Networks)Springer, 2009
The book covers the area of fiber optics from an engineering perspective. Emphasis is placed on data conversion between electrical and optical domains and the way limitations in each domain affect the other domain. Techniques to improve the fidelity of this conversion (both from electrical to optical domain, and vise versa) are also covered....
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Digital CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This is a modern textbook on digital communications and is designed for senior undergraduate and graduate students, whilst also providing a valuable reference for those working in the telecommunications industry.  It provides a simple and thorough access to a wide range of topics through use of figures, tables, examples and problem...
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Foundations of Quantum Theory (International School of Physics  enrico Fermi )IOS Press, 2019

	This volume provides a summary of the lectures presented at the International School of Physics "Enrico Fermi" on the Foundations of Quantum Theory, organized by the Italian Physical Society in Varenna, Italy from 8-13 July 2016, in collaboration with the Wilhelm und Else Heraeus-Stiftung. It was the first "Enrico Fermi"...
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Using SAS in Financial ResearchSAS Institute, 2002
Researchers, graduate students, and practitioners in the financial market now have the first reference-style handbook detailing the mechanics of statistical testing on financial and accounting data. This one-of-a-kind book illustrates how to use SAS software to conduct basic empirical analyses of stock market and financial statement data. It covers...
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Algorithms on StringsCambridge University Press, 2007
'perfect for lectures on 'stringology', for graduate students as a reference on the topic and for appliers in linguistic or molecular biology' Acta Scientiarum Mathematicarum     

       This text and reference on string processes and pattern matching presents examples related to the automatic processing of natural language, to the...
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